Triadikon

Plagal Fourth Mode
adapted from Theodore Paparaschou
"Phokaeus" (1790-1851)

Duration: 7:00
(or 4:45 if abbreviated)
Intonation: #26

Andante  mediocre

* To hear a recording of this Triadikon chanted by Fr. Prodromos of New Skete on the Holy Mountain, download the following file: http://stanthonysmonastery.org/music/Triadikon8.mp3 (4.8 Mb). Although he chants the original Greek melody, it is still helpful for learning this English adaptation, because the two melodies are identical for the most part.
and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit.

Both now and ever, and unto the ages of ages.

* For brevity, the music between brackets in this composition may be omitted.
Triadikon - Plagal Fourth Mode - Phokaeus
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of thy servants, and deliver us

deliver us

from evil
Hard Chromatic